
Christmas Photo Scavenger Hunt – Clues

We usually see these outside standing big and green and tall
But we put one in our house each year to decorate for all.

This special decoration sits atop the tree
It shines so bright for everyone to see!

Around, around, around it goes!
It says, “Choo Choo,” and never slows.

Engine in the front.
Caboose in the back.

It goes all day on it’s circular track.

Santa brings presents for good girls and boys.
So we leave these out for him in exchange for the toys!

Made of wax and set with a wick,
A flame on top going flick, flick flick.

These wooden toy soldiers stand straight and tall
Their mouths open and and close and are fun for all.

If you like this, consider the FULL version of this scavenger hunt 
(12-16 clues) available at photoscavengerhunts.com.

http://www.photoscavengerhunts.com/


Christmas Photo Scavenger Hunt – Answers

We usually see these outside standing big and green and tall
But we put one in our house each year to decorate for all.

Tree

This special decoration sits atop the tree
It shines so bright for everyone to see!

Star

Around, around, around it goes!
It says, “Choo Choo,” and never slows.

Engine in the front.
Caboose in the back.

It goes all day on it’s circular track.

Train

Santa brings presents for good girls and boys.
So we leave these out for him in exchange for the toys!

Cookies

Made of wax and set with a wick,
A flame on top going flick, flick flick.

Candles

These wooden toy soldiers stand straight and tall
Their mouths open and and close and are fun for all.

Nutcracker

If you like this, consider the FULL version of this scavenger hunt 
(12-16 clues) available at photoscavengerhunts.com.

http://www.photoscavengerhunts.com/
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